Friday, March 31
Stern Center

9:00-10:15 am
Panel 1: Donald J. Trump & the 2016 Presidential Election
(Stern Center 409)
Olivia Rothstein
Matt Kantor
Lauren Johnson & Deon McCray
Emma Sossamon

Panel 2: New Research in Policy Issues
(Stern Center 201)
Janelle Green
Toby Kim
John Lambert
Taryn DiPalma

Panel 3: Politics Through Media & Fiction
(Stern Center 206)
Allyson Plessner
Catherine Hutchison
Nathan Gillespie
Brittney Darnell

10:30 am-11:45 am
Panel 4: Executive Power at Home & Abroad
(Stern Center 409)
Emily Looney
Grace Ford-Dirks
Gabrielle Kaye
Brendan Montesinos

Panel 5: Dynamics of Conflict & Post-Conflict
(Stern Center 201)
Jacob Docalavich
Colin Collum
Courtney Eker
Victoria Butler

Panel 6: Understanding War I (FYE Panel)
(Stern Center 205)
Kelyn Brown
George Frankel
Tristan Loughlin
Zachary Rabinowitz

10:30-11:45 am
Panel 7: Democracy & Democratization
(Stern Center 206)
Warlon Mack
Jamie Craven
Taylor Hall
Gavin Georgiadis

2:00-3:15 pm
Panel 8: The Politics of Marginalized Communities
(Stern Center 201)
Warlon Mack
Meredith Jackson
Zoe Wright
Haley DePore

Panel 9: Politics & Policy in Charleston
(Stern Center 201)
Kelly Walker
Victoria Davis
Lela Gee-Boswell
Sarah Fichera

Panel 10: State & Local Politics
(Stern Center 205)
Simon Ruddock-Harris
Zachary Sturman
Harlan Belcher
Cameron Ehlers
David Ahnen

Panel 11: Understanding War II (FYE Panel)
(Stern Center 206)
Jami Cuzzell
Derek Leydecker
Kaleb Meyer

12:00-1:15 pm
Panel 7: Democracy & Democratization
(Stern Center 206)
Warlon Mack
Jamie Craven
Taylor Hall
Gavin Georgiadis